
*We agree that if we are selected to be on the Pack for a Purpose website: 

 We will maintain a hyperlink to the page created for us on the Pack for a Purpose website 

and the text in Step 2 on the content area of the page where our project is listed on our own 

website. Placement in the footer does not fulfill this requirement; 

 We will not keep a needs list on our own website, but make sure that the Pack for a 
Purpose logo and the words “click here” in the paragraph click directly through to our page on 
the Pack for a Purpose website where our project needs are listed. When our projects’ needs 
change, we will fill out the submission form on the Pack for a Purpose website so that Pack for 
a Purpose can update our needs list as necessary to keep it current; 
 

 We will deliver all supplies we receive from Pack for a Purpose travelers to the project(s) for 

which they were requested, "in a timely manner," and we will report back to Pack for a 

Purpose every four months January  May and September with a best estimate of the 

weight of supplies we have received from Pack for a Purpose travelers; 

 If/when we redesign our website, we will maintain a description of our project and the 

placement of the Pack for a Purpose wording and logo, which links through, to our Pack 

for a Purpose page. Placement in the footer does not fulfill this requirement. We will notify 

Pack for a Purpose of any change to the URL so Pack for a Purpose can maintain the 

working link. 

 Pack for a Purpose may refer on its website to our accommodation or tour company and the 

project(s) we support, may include on its website any photos that we send to Pack for a 

Purpose, and may allow media outlets to use any such photos in connection with their 

reporting on Pack for a Purpose; and 

 We will like, follow, and/or pin Pack for a Purpose on all the social media we use. (Pack for a 

Purpose will reciprocate by liking you on Facebook and following you on Twitter, Instagram 

and Pinterest.) 

*By submitting this application, we represent that: 

 We are authorized to submit the name of and description of the project(s) that we support, the 

list of supplies needed by the project(s), and any photos of our accommodation or of the 

project(s) that we have provided to Pack for a Purpose, any of which Pack for a Purpose is 

authorized to include on the Pack for a Purpose website, in any social media content prepared 

or utilized by Pack for a Purpose, in any advertising or publicity by or about Pack for a 

Purpose, or in any articles or reporting on Pack for a Purpose published by third parties with 

the permission of Pack for a Purpose. 

If you do not comply with agreements you have signed your page will be removed from the website 

until you are back in compliance with the agreements. 

 

Name _____________________of the owner or GM of the business (please type)  

                              

Signature: _____________________ of the owner or GM of the business 

 

Date: _____________________ 

Justin Scheef




 

 

 


